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Captain Henry had the most trips to the winners circle at Foxboro Raceway for the DiStefanos during the stakes-racing.

CAPTAIN HENRY IS TOPS IN M ASS COLT TROTTING S T A K E S 8 < ? & « r
A summertime romp by an amorous
stallion at the Distefano farm in Green
field, MA has produced the best threeyear-old in Massachusetts- Captain
Henry.
“ It was a warm summer day,” Joseph
DiStefano remembers, “and we had a
big window swung open in the barn. Well,
Magic Mirror Man (the sire of Captain
Henry) saw a mare of ours, Mary Too,
out in the field. And he got in his mind
to breed her. And the result is Captain
Henry.”
Not exactly the most scientific way to
get a champion, but there’s no arguing
that Captain Henry is indeed the best of
' crop in the Bay State. The Captain
s 20 victories' and 5 seconds in 25
-areer starts, and earnings of $57,014.
Those are major league credentials in
any harness racing circles.

BY JERRY CONNORS
Joseph Distefano is Captain Henry’s
Despite the fact that the Captain has
owner, and his son John is the trainer never been worse than second in his
and driver. John has been with the horse career, John DiStefano says he doesn’t
since day one, and he remembers that feel any pressure as the horse’s streak
his prize charge was a natural from the continues to build. “ I’m not nervous
beginning.
driving him, because he never makes a
r‘With most young horses, they get a break. Hollandaise (another trotter of
little nervous if another horse comes the DiStefanos) I worry about-you never
alongside, and they might make a break
(lapse in their trotting gait),” the know if you are going to get around the
younger Distefano states. “ But all Cap track (without a break) with her.”
Captain Henry will soon be facing the
tain Henry would do is try to go faster
than I wanted. The first time we went for top trotters on the grounds at Foxboro
a timed mile with him, I wanted him to after dominating the stakes program,
go in 3:00, and he went in 2:50. He’s not and will continue to race for the next few
a mean horse, just a good-feeling one. He weeks, according to John. “ We have
just has a tremendous desire to win.” another good trotter, Christopher John,
He is such a competitive animal when who is coming back after a layoff. We
there are horses around him,” Joseph hope he will be racing in the top class
DiStefano agrees. “ Whether it’s just here, so when he gets back we might give
jogging, or training, or racing, he wants Captain Henry a breather. But he’ll be
racing for us for a while, we hope.
to beat the horse in front of him .”

IMPORTANT

DATES

AND

UPCOMING

“ I’d like to breed a few mares to
Captain Henry. His sire, Magic Mirror
Man, is dead now; he was our first horse,
and sort of a pet of ours. We only had
one other horse by Magic Mirror Man,
a pacing filly, and she showed a lot of
potential too, but she was injured and
couldn’t race. I’d love to have a couple
of foals by Captain Henry, but we’ll be
racing him for a while.”
The DiStefanos are modest in assign
ing credit for Captain Henry. John says
that his dad “ is the boss of the stable-he calls all the shots,” while Joseph
says that “ John is the trainer and driver;
it’s really him.”
But both are very proud of their
trotter, Captain Henry, who might have
taken an irregular way into this world,
but is now winning races--and checks for
the DiStefanos--with very pleasing reg
ularity^___________________________

EVENTS

Dec. 1 — Mass Sire Stakes Stallion Registration Due.

Dec. 9 — University of Arizona Racetrack Symposium - Phoenix, Ariz.

Dec. 2 — Tattersalls Mixed Sale - Lexington, Ky.

Dec. 25 — Have A Merry Christmas!

Dec. 5 — Mass Breeders Banquet - Foxboro Raceway.

Dec. 29 — Maine Harness Racing Commissison meeting - Civic Center - Augusta

Dec. 6 — S.O.A.N.E. meeting and election - Foxboro Raceway.

Dec. 31 — Maine Breeders Stakes Stallion Registration Due.

Dec. 6 — Carrolls Mixed Sale - Felton, Del.

Dec. 31 — New England Sulky Championship Registration Due.

Dec. 7 — Lewiston Raceway closer.

Dec. 31 — Foxboro Raceway closer.

Merry Christmas and Holiday Greetinfls!
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Everybody Reads...
NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS!

Letters to the Editor

To The Editor :
At the Nov. 17, 1986 date setting information (books could be written on
meeting in Augusta, Me. the Maine State what has transpired in front of that
Racing Commission again denied an commission in the past few years!)
These are hard facts to face - but
expanded race schedule for Scarborough
Downs and rejected the issue of concur horsemen, of all people, know that just
rent racing.
doing things right and working hard don’t
Those are the “ facts” - but what is the make you automatically win. In fact, we
real story?
lost another battle.
Charlie Day says he’ll go out of
So do we do nothing - or do we fight
business if he had to race against it? We can take this lying down - or we
someone else.
can pick ourselves up, dust ourselves off,
Joe Ricci says he’ll go out of business and try again.
without more dates.
Before heading into battle with th^»
For years the issue has even divided commission again, we better analyze th ™
the horsemen - but not anymore!
In a 3-2 decision that surprised almost situation more thoroughly. Let’s key in
no one, the MSRC again denied concur on the things that can be changed.
rent racing for another year. For those The time has come for horsemen to
who believe it will work, it’s another become more politically astute. It’s time
to realize that when dealing with statesetback in a lone list of setbacks.
What makes this year’s decision es appointed commissions, we play the
pecially hard is the united effort on the political game - a game we can no longer
part of the horsemen. One of the afford to lose. We have to play to win!
complaints of past commissions has It’s time the horsemen realized that as
been that even the horsemen couldn’t a unit they have power. Any group of a
agree on what was needed to be done. So thousand or more “ voters” and “ tax
the horsemen followed that advice. In a payers” has power if they know how to
determined effort, they rallied to the weild it.
cause and took a firm stand on the issue. In Maine, the first thing we can do is get
Their presentation before the com the legislature to change the current 2/3
Stan Bergstein takes time from his busy schedule to get an update on News. mission was given by the most eloquent vote needed by the commission to
spokesman of Maine's racing communi approve concurrent racing, which takes
There will be a number of complimentary copies mailed in ty, Dana C hilds, who was brilliant. To 4 out of 5 members to agree. That’s
virtually impossible (this rule worked
December, in hopes of encouraging new subscribers. no avail!
better
with three commissioners and a
Even the pleas for change from
Remember it is also the season of gift-giving. Please pass any Charlie
Moorsehead and Joan Susi fell on majority vote.)
extra copies on to a friend. Your cooperation will be deaf ears. Three members of the cmn- Secondly, the Maine Horsemen’s As
remained firm in their decision. sociation has the financial ability to
appreciated.
Jean Emerson, Editor mission
At least the commission had “ new” support a lobbyist. It would be money
excuses for denying the horsemen’s well spent.
Most important of all, we should get
request — as follows:
Begert refered to a study by the Dept, involved. Not only support your associa
of Agriculture on the affects of concur tion, but get to know your legislators.
rent racing (a study which was never Work on a political campaign. Support a
The Northeast Harness News is published monthly for $10.00 per year by Jean finished!)
candidate. Do something!!! Don’t wait
B. Emerson at R.R. 4 Alfred Rd., Biddeford, Maine. Second class postage paid
McHale “keyed in” on the fact that for someone else to do it!
' Biddeford, Maine USPS 747-590. Postmaster send address changes to Northeast Dana Childs said he “wasn’t sure it Don’t you think this industry is worthHarness News RFD #3, Box 359, Boom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072.
would work.” (Good grief, nothing in life it°
Sincerely,
is 100% sure!)
Audrey Gerry
Goffin said he didn’t have enough
Gorham, Me.

We hope you enjoy this issue.

_______Merry Christmas!________

Change Of Address Form

lYour Name:.

Date:

NAHRMA Report

Thanks to NAHRMA, a new weekly
television program, Harness Racing
World, will be introduced to 14 million
Zip:
City:_______
State:
viewers nationwide on December 3.
The half-hour show will be aired at
New Address:
8:30 p.m. each Wednesday night on the
SCORE Cable TV Network and will be
State:
City: ______
rebroadeast on Thursday at 11 p.m.
Please check your mailing label for correct address and expiration of subscription.
“Harness Racing World will feature
Please notify of a change immediately, second class mail is not forwarded. our stars, our events, and topics enjoyed
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.
by both sports fans and the harness
racing industry. This new program is a
first step in developing a major harness
racing network,” commented Robert T.
Rossilli, executive director of NAHRMA
(North American Harness Racing Mar
keting Association). The show will be
hosted by Stanley Bergstein, executive
vice president of Harness Tracks of
America and an experienced TV sportscaster. Rossilli will be executive
producer.
For those interested in the Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficiency
Format of the show will include
initial subscriptions and renewals will be accepted immediately on a once yearly basis.
coverage of major races of the previous
Save Over Single Copy Issue!
Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News
week, interviews, special features,
response to viewer questions and com
$10.00 per year
ments, and educational vignettes for new
New
fans.
.Print Mailing Address
Renew
Another program feature likely to
appeal to executives is the BusiCHECK NUMBER:
ness/Sports ticket tapes that will run at
the bottom of the screen during the
_CHECK DATE:
NAME:.
Old Address:

It’s Subscription Time....
Don’t Miss A Single Issue!

NOR HEAST HARNESS NEWS

ADDRESS:.

ZIP:
|

Return to .*_Jean Emerso^ E< h t o r J t o o mJ f e . J MOTC _

program. The business tape will provide
the day’s closing stock prices, and the
sports tape will simultaneously give the
latest sports scores.
Wholly owned by NAHRMA, Harness
Racing World’s home production base
will Le the studio of The Meadowlands in
New Jersey. However, the show will also
be broadcast from other top tracks
around North America.
SCORE is not seen everywhere, but
under arrangements made between
Rossilli and the network, the show will
be available for pickup free by any other
station — cable or over the air — and
that station also will receive two com
mercial spots in the show which it can
sell for its own account locally.
If SCORE is not seen in your area, call ^
your local cable system operator or local ^
TV outlet and urge them to carry the
show — there is no cost to the station.
For the tens of thousands of individ
uals who own dishes with which to
downlink programming, the show can be
accessed through SATCOM 3R, transpon
der 6.
Said Rossilli, “ Regular television cov
erage of our sport is an important part
of our overall marketing plan, and the
SCORE viewership is a strong base to
build upon for the future.”

NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
Tel. 207-282-9295

NEW E N G L A N D E R S AT
H A R R ISBU R G SALE
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N .E . Sale R esults
YEARLINGS
BISCAYNE LOBELL
(Fortune Teller-Baron Mini)
$3,500
Ray Ireland, Presque Isle, Me.
BRONZE LOBELL
(Nero-Best of Waverly)
$11,000
Robert King, Windsor, Ct.
KATYANA LOBELL
(Oil Burner-Kala Hanover)
$15,500
Crescent Stables, Westfield, Mass.
LANSING LOBELL
(Fortune Teller-Lawn Barmin)
$21,000
Tom Dillon, Anson, Me.
a\a^ a rrisb u rg er
**ichanis and wile> Mickle were among the many attending
TRIGGER LOBELL
(Oil Burner-Tarport Lib)
$12,500
Crescent Stables, Westfield, Mass.
TRESS LOBELL
(Fortune Teller-Tiger Lily)
$6,500
Crescent Stables, Westfield, Mass.
BOHEMIAN BONZE
(Jamuga-Buy Bye Bonnie)
$3,200
Jim Doherty, Salem, N.H.
IDEALBRET HANOVER
(Bret Hanover-Idealize)
$19,000
Young Meadow Farm, Hadley, Mass.
NEHRU HANOVER
(Albatross-Native Gem)
$50,000
Lawrence De Van, Greenwich, Ct.
ABDUL HANOVER
(Big Touner-Annabelle)
$65,000
Lawrence De Van, Greenwich, Ct.
PRIDES POINT
(Nevele Pride-Turning Point
$9,000
D. Gielis Agt., Chestnut Hill. Mass.
SEND ME NO ROSES
(Albatross-Armbro Owego)
$42,000
Dave McDuffee, Merrimack, N.H.
KEEPSTONE SAFARI
(B.G.’s Bunny-Keepstone Saga)
$4,000
Joe Raboin, Billerica, Mass.
TERRIO HANOVER
(Escort-Trudy Lee Hanover)
$4,500 Dennis Corcohran and Dave Higgins check the catalogue before purchasing a
Joe Raboin, Billerica, Mass.
yearling.
KAMA HANOVER
(Albatross-Kammy Hanover)
$20,000
Young Meadow Farm, Hadley, Mass.
RASHIMA HANOVER
(Big Towner-Romaine Hanover)
$13,000
Young Meadow Farm, Hadley, Mass.
SOULSISTER HANOVER
(Tyler B-St. Patricks Morn)
$15,000
Young Meadow7 Farm, Hadley, Mass.
LATAYA HANOVER
(Albatross-Lindy’s Dream)
$18,000
Young Meadow Farm, Hadley, Mass.
KEYSTONE MAGENTA
(Keystone Ore-Miss New Freedom)
$2,500
Ray Ireland-Presque Isle. Me.
KEYSTONE SLICKER
(Speed Bowl-Speedy Kimbo)
$2,500
Linda Lavin, Barre, Vt.
BIG EYES
(Big Towner-Sloe Eyes)
$52,000
Paul Fontaine, Woonsocket, R.l.
FRITZ’S SONG
(It’s Fritz-Her Sweet Song)
$3,200
Nate Churchill. Windsor, Me.
ZORGO
(Joie De Vie-Armbro Abba
$26,000
Bob Aaron, Framingham, Mass.
Donna and Bob Dolloff make the rounds of the many suppliers and their displays
CAROUSAL KING
(Icarus Lobell-Lovely Anderson)
$9,000 in the F arm f o m n le r
Jim Doherty, Salem, N.H.
MRS. ZINGER
(Computer-All Dawk)
$1,500
James Brown, Easton, Me.
SPARKLING ICE
(Diamond Exchange-Donna Coaltown
$5,000
Joe Weiler, Union Bridge, Mass.
S.K.’S ICARUS
(Icarus Lobell-Festive Mood)
$6,500
Rich L’Hommedieux, Franklin, Mass.
HAZEL DAWN
(Direct Scooter-Grecian)
$3,500
Ray Ireland-Presque Isle, Me.
RENVOI
(Albatross-Mandice Hanover)
$17,000
Robert Aaron, Framingham, Mass.
REDISCOVER
(Conquered-J.J. Donut)
$3,700
Dennis Corcoran, Cumberland, Me.
J .J .’S DARLIN
(Fortune Teller-J.J.’s Mario)
$3,200
Tom Libby Jr., Brunswick, Me.
MER JET
(Merger-Reckless Abigail)
$2,500
Roger Cross, Bennington, Vt.
Nancy Rogers and Donimic Watson check a horse before making a bid at the
MIXED SALE
Mixed Sale section.
MINOKA HANOVER
(Tar Heel-Mink Coat)
$2,500
Roosevelt Susi, West Buxton, Me.
FLASHY PASS
(Strike Out-Canny Maid)
$22,000
Janet Hoilman, Braintree, Mass.
HERE’S MY NUMBER
(Harold J.-Taller)
$17,000
Janet Hoilman, Braintree, Mass.
UNNAMED WEANLING
(Colt Forty-Six-Keystone Sweeta)
$27,000
B.T. Lynch, Hudson, N.H.
EXCLUSIVE STORM
(Storm Damage-Samantha
$2,700
Wm. Edwards, Gardiner, Me.
Almahurst)
SULKY RIGGLE
(Warm Breeze-Sally Almahurst)
$2,700
Bill Edwards, Gardiner, Me.
SANDMAN COLLINS
(Warm Breeze-Call Me Collins)
$4,000
Roland Mallar, Cumberland, Me.
MR. DOW JONES
(Governor Skipper-Patsy Wejouer)
$12,000
Roland Mallar, Cumberland, Me.
HEARTHROB HANOVER
(Big Towner-Heart’s Meadow)
$15,000
Bob Prudenzano, Hallowell. Me.
B.J. SCARLET
(Scarlet Skipper-Shadow Miss)
$10,000 •Roosevelt and Joan Susj .were <m bgpd to 'Jojek. tie-available breeding stock and
Craig Mosher, IraiSbtir^,'Vt.
''' r
....
..................................... :. enjoy the proceedings. ' ‘ '
7 v . \ l .......* .........“
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Standing first season a t stud a t LAVISH ACRES...

BROADWAY PREMIER
p.2, l:59.3f—3, l:58.2f—4,1:56.4 ($180,000)
Sire: NERO p.2, 1:56.2—4, t.t. 1:55.1
Dam: BROADWAY STARLET by Bret Hanover
has produced, among others....
Broadway Charlie p.3, 1:57.4
Broadway Premier p.4, '1:56.4
Broadhurst p.2, 2:01

Second Dam: Besta Time by Good Time
(Full sister to Best Of All)

BROADWAY PREMIER....
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

has won every year under 2:00
has won under 2:00 on all size tracks
has held the track record at Scarboro’s half mile in 1:57.4
was raced timed at Hinsdale in 1:56.3
won the President’s Pace at Scarboro in 1985
has won numerous Invitationals in Maine and Mass.
was especially tough on half mile tracks.

Introductory Fee: $600 (Live Foal)
Foals Eligible to Maine Breeders Stakes

LAVISH
Greene

Basil Kellis, Owner at 1-324-2841 or
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LAVISH ACRES Congratulates 1986 Stallion o f the Year...

BEST JEFFREY

p.2, 2:00.3f.—3, 1:59.4-4, 1:57.4 ($190,000)

Sire: BEST OF ALL p.2, 1:57.4-3, 1:57— 4, 1:56.2 ($548,000.)
Dam: SHADYDALE FRISKY by Airliner who sired
75 in 2:00 plus dams of 119 in 2:00.
BEST JEFFREY has produced....
• the fastest 2 yr. old colt in Maine-Bred (Waltz On Jeff
2:01.3h)
• the fastest 2 yr. old filly in Maine-Bred (Lavish Image
2:03.4h) winner of 12 consecutive races

• the fastest 3 yr. old Maine-Bred filly Honey’s Best p.2,
2:04.3-3, 2:03 winner of 11 consecutive races in ’86
• the fastest two year old Maine-Bred filly — three years
1984 Best Waltz p.2, 2:05
1985 Honey’s Best p.2, 2:04.3
ish Image p.2, 2:03.4
1986 Lavish

1987 Stud Fee: $900 (Live Foal)

Also Standing the superbly bred trotting stallion....

WITSEND S TRIBUTE
Sire: Speedy Crown 2, 2:01.2—3, 1:57.1 $545,495.
World Champion winner of Hambletonian and the
International Trot.
Dam: Burger Queen by Lindy’s Pride 2, 2:00.1—3,
1:57.3 $396,209. Triple Crown Winner.
This mare has already produced Burgomeister 2, 2:05—3, 1:56.3 $435,411.
Hambletonian winner plus multiple stakes.

1987 Stud Fee: $500. (Live Foal)
He has bred the most mares in Maine in 1985 (20) and 1986 (18)

and New England Sulky Championships.

ACRES

Maine

Frank Withee, Farm Manager at 1-946-5388
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The Scarborough Position

The Scarborough Downs complex with newly reconstructed track.
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Recently, the Maine Harness Racing and substantially more than is bet at all
Commission mapped the long term fu- the other tracks and fairs in Maine
ture of racing in Maine, and that future combined.
may well be without Scarborough
As a direct result of the growth at
Downs.
Scarborough, fans were cultivated, the
Since its construction thirty five years Maine Breeders program grew, and the
ago Scarborough Downs has endured a fairs thrived. Horsemen could at least
continuing test of fire. The running track predict dependable, desirable racing
at Scarborough Downs buried both the opportunities.
Old Orchard Beach Kite track and
It wasn’t easy. Ricci tried winter
Gorham Raceway. After that format racing during the coldest winter on
failed, Scarborough Downs built a half record. When barns burned, he leveled
mile track and cloned a harness alterna- his entire backstretch and rebuilt it from
tive. But red ink continued to flow until cinderblock protecting it behind cyclone
Joe Ricci took control in 1978. At that fencing. When he lost his clubhouse, one
time the outlook for Scarborough Downs 0f
5 esf jn New England, he conwas bleak. The track was run down, the structed one even better
concessions were controled by outsiders, gut more significant, no m atter how
the backstretch was a disgrace. The Rjcci improved his physical plant, or
track was saddled with a limited sched- promoted his track, ne could make no
ule. a seedy reputation and seemed to headway against the established political
lost money one >3ar after the next.
superstructure governing the sport.
But Joe Ricci performed a succession whatever Ricci received was hard
of miracles. Though his flamboyant earned.
confidence scraped against the traThis year Scarborough Downs reafditional racing power network, he single- firmed its case. They said they can’t
handedly took control of his track learn- survive without more dates. Though the
the ropes as needed. Ricci had his track ' traCk is profitable during the racing
cleaned and painted. He forged a fresh season, it faces enormous overhead
new image, gained fan confidence, and expenses the moment the lights go out.
promoted racing like never before.
Now as it has become more difficult
Eventually he imposed tighter quality for Scarborough Downs to pay the off
controls of the races themselves, rebuilt season bills, tne value of tne property
the b ack stre tch , erec ted a new
clubhouse. Ricci brought Scarborough has dramatically escalated. A new turnDowns into the modern era and at tne pike connector is planned, offering acsame time dragged the rest of racing cess to interior acreage. Neighboring
along the way. Every fair and track in development is frenzied. Only a fool
Maine was influenced by changes Ricci would Delittle the development value of
initiated. His success as a promoter is Ricci’s five hundred acres,
symbolized by this year’s President’s So, the man who battled winter racing,
Pace worth $40,000.
fires, wary horsemen, reluctant fans and
Eventually Ricci absorbed the month won over nearly every racing constituanof May then maximized the space be- cy now knows he cannot win the critical
tween his opening Sunday ana closing political way.
Saturday, racing six, sometimes seven
Right now buyers are knocking at
days a week from first post until after Ricci’s door. And they care not a whit
midnight. This year his gross handle hit about harness racing. Expect a deal
an all time high of $17 million. That was and an era will end, discreetly, and
more than was bet in all of racinc in 1970, inevitably.

Joseph Ricci at the opening of the new clubhouse at Scarborough Downs.

PINE TREE SALE
Horse
NARDON’S WIDO DEA
Frank Pate
SKIPPERS FIRST
Merle Mosher
KNOWN REPUTATION
Skyline Inc.
KABBALIST
Merle Mosher
CRYSTEL DONDER
Skyline Inc.
SLIDE ON BYE
Paul Bonenfant
HOLLYDAY ADIOS
Skyline Inc.
UNNAMED WEANLING
Ray Hathaway
RIV LEA QUICK TIME
Skyline, Inc.
HONEST ROGER
Gerry MacKenzie
GLAMOUR DOLLY
Bert Fernald
GENNY’S ORPHAN
Skyline, Inc.
ON THE SPOT
Ray Hathaway
CHAMPION SEASON
Tina Quirrion
STORMIN HERB
Willis Whittemore
FLIRTATIOUS
Mike Hall
TORRENCE T COLLINS
Mike Hall
SMARTY KAT
James C. Smith
STICK TIGHT
Reggie Young
NATURAL PLAY BOY
Harry Badger
VOLUNTEER ROBBIE
Paul Bonenfant
CHOCOLATE CLOUD
Harry Badger
NO CAN DO
Patrick Leavitt
THAT CAT
James Smith
MISS GINNY G
Gary Gray
CORGEN FULLA TIME
Anthony J. Webster
MORNING DEVIL
Harold Ralph
CHESTNUT SWIFT
Mike Hall
IN HOOT
George Chamberlin
G. MAN RIDGECREST
James Smith
COREY T MAC
Raymond Brown
BIT A LOT '
Lawrence Lee
FIRST CAPTAIN
Lawrence Lee
MS ZINGER
Joe Roy
BRAWLEY ROAD
Gerry MacKenzie Jr.
TONE HANOVER
Claudette Chasse
SLY KID
Bruce Brigham
REAL COFFEE
Clayton Hemphill
SUN DOWN
Harold Ralph
BOBBY G
H.E. DesLambs
LADY PATRONA
Jeannette Lemieux
BY COMMITTEEMAN
George Tzikas
CHEYENNE HANOVER
Craig Lemieux
GLORY N ANGEL
Clayton Hemphill
SWANZEY RIDGE
Clayton Hemphill
KINSMAN’S LADY
Pete Kilman

Sire-Dam
(Wido Dea-J.R. April)

Price
$400

(Mountain Skipper-Duffys Scotch)

$150

(Reputation-IM For Glory)

$600

(Nero-Soul Seeker)

$160

(Racing Miracle-Double Take)

$450

(Starlark-Appropriate)

$2,600

(Christmas Tree-Adeline Adios)

$390

(Peanut Gallery-Time & Patience)

$150

(Flying Tackle-Time & Patience)

$475

(Armbro Roger-Lady Romunda)

$1,100

(Von Baron-Alton Glamour)

$1,100

(Dear Bret-Miracle Lisa)

$400

(Tactile-Fancy Ways)

$650

(Skipper Watt-Dee’s Velvet Abbe)

$1,150

(Storm Damage-Ron’s Nancy)

$425

(Keystone Tryst-Adio Burn)

$700

(Texas-Lynn Torrence)

$500

(Ian Henry-Pretty Kitty)

$140

(L R Baron-Busy Lizzy)

$275

(B.G’s Bunny-Armbro Nance)

$850

(Bret Mahone-Volunteer Rose)

$1,900

(Steady Cloud-Lizzie Van)

$1,200

(Ideal Society-No Dare)

$2,300

(Skunk-Tussy Diamond)

$2,500

(Solo Dancer-Miss Amy W)

$190

(Fulla Napoleon-Corgen Time)

$100

(Romano Hanover-Devil Spirit)

$150

(Armbro Swift-Wee Mir)

$170

(Blitzen-Vinland)

$170

(Coleman-Piguonian Gal)

$1,550

(Dick Daring-Millie Nib)

$700

(Escape Artist-Virginia Fawn)

$400

(El Captain-Apache Wick)

$160

(Computor-All Dauk)

$3,300

(Tarport Ervin-Sunrise Ave)

$1,000

(Stars Pride-Tonita Hanover)

$280

(Sly Attorney-Just Kidding)

$110

(Tricksta Lobell-Crystal Coffee)

$100

(Speedy Crown-Arcme Rainbow)

$375

(Major New Port-Sundays Pearl)

$650

(Steady Star-Lady Gertrude)

$140

(Committeeman-Byword)

$220

(Best of All-Chappaquc)

$150

(no breeding listed)

$130

(Coral Ridge-War Dona)

$140

v

(no breeding.listed)

•.•$200

One Man’s Opinion.... BY LLOYI) JOHNSON, DIRECTOR OF RACINGThe rise, and the predicted “ fall” of Along the Maine circuit “Quality Racharness racing has been the topic of ing” is a luxury, one that we surely all
discussion in recent months, both on the enjoy when it occurs. But, you are lightnational scene with the less than ex- years away from that brand of racing on
pected turnouts at Garden State Park, a regular basis. Uping the bottom claimand locally with the sharp downswing in ing tag to $1,500 doesn’t make a $1,000
business at Lewiston Raceway. Some- claimer worth $500 more. Yet, if you
where, lost in all this panic, are the check those current programs, that’s
successful meetings at Fryeburg and what those folks are telling you. Going
Windsor Fairs, and the most successful one step further, how many times have
meet ever held in the State of Maine at you seen a $2,500 claimer from Foxboro
Scarborough Downs.
(their bottom level) come to Maine and
The doomsdayers continue to herald get beat by a local $1,000 plater. You
the tale of a dying industry, yet as want a solution to that problem? It’s
always, offer no solutions with wnich to easy, stop lying to the fans!
right the sinking ship. As in all cases of As a former race-track regular, before
this sort, they won’t say it like it is, I got into the working end of the sport,
won’t put the cards on the table lest they I had one major beef on my nightly
hurt someones feelings with some visits. I was rather simple, and had
truthful reporting. Someone has to do it, nothing to do with the quality racing
so let’s see what we can offer in the way perse. All I asked for was a “ run for my
of some positive solutions for the good money.” If my selection took a shot at
of the local harness-racing industry.
the win-money somewhere during the
To begin. let’s look back . We recall mlie. 1 was satisfied. Give today’s fans
Fairs at Norway, South Paris, Cornish, that same chance, and you will have
and New Gloucester closing up shop, and solved a major problem, one that would
to be very honest, we never really go a long way in overcoming the lack of
missed them once they were gone, and quality-racing on the local level. For
there was certainly no “ doomsday” example, I was a longshot player at the
panic as they passed from the scene. In windows, thus chased many outside postthe overall picture, it was for the position horses. Years later I found out
betterment of the sport. There are some that those entries are most likely going
Fairs operating at the present time who to be raced easy, “ if there’s a hole I’ll
will someday fit right into that picture. go f°r it, outherwise I gotta sit back and
Until the “ Lords of the Industry” face up nope.” Sorry, folks, but horsemen with
to the facts, the Fair-Circuit will con- that thought in mind are hurting the
tinue to prove a hindrance to the success industry! Another fan didn’t get a “ run
of the Pari-Mutuel tracks in Maine. As ler his money” at the races! That’s like
an example, can you imagine the mem- watching Larry Bird with five fouls on
bers of the Commission deciding the him in the first quarter, your taking
Fair-Circuit racing dates before tackling away the major ingredient to a horsethe far more important extended meet race> the competitive aspect,
problem. Somewnere in the future, the Quality Racing is not the answer in
fact will become obvious, the two Maine at this time, but rather “corncircuits are worlds apart and should be petitive racing,” and we find a thousand
considered separately when racing dates problems in this area. It all starts three
are assigned. In the same vein, extended days prior to the race, as the horsemen
dates for Bangor and Presque Isle should sort out the “race conditions,” as they
be handled on a “ what’s left basis” as seek to race their horses. The onset of
well. There are two major raceways in the “Claiming Races,” many years ago,
Maine, and several minor raceways, and did much damage to competitive racing,
the members of the Commission would It’s a simple fact, with the claimers, the
be hard put to deny that fact.
owner classifies his horses, far too many
Looking at the outer side of the coin, owners either fall in love with those
in regard to those good old days, what steeds, or tend to overprice them on
have we lost that may have affected the entry day.
success of the industry? My initial
With regard to the “Conditioned
reaction is...very little! Antiquated Classes,” a finger has to be pointed at
plants, slower racing, a closed shop some Race Secretaries. In the days of
among the racing officials fraternity, old the Secretaries had more first hand
and perhaps double dashes. The pluses knowledge of their product, they wrote
that I can recall may seem minor to conditions aimed at'th e horses at their
others, but somewhere along the line we disposal. In many cases, they knew, full
took the “ show” away from the fans. well, who would be in the Box before
Moving the paddocks away from the they opened it. The modern day Race
grandstand was a major mistake, horses Secretary writes conditions such as
not returning in front of the stands after “ Non-Winners of $90 in 1986,” this is not
the race created suspicion, horsemen classifying horses per se, it’s another
involved in “photo finishes” not return- chance for the owner to enter his horse
ing in front of the stands took the horses at his convenience, presenting in most
further away from the patrons. We are cases a poor product to the fans,
in an “entertainment” business in the Starting with our thoughts on com80’s, the major ingredient in this show petitive racing, let’s next look at the
are the horses and horsemen and participating horsemen and women, who
women! I would suggest that we take provide the show come race night. To be
immediate measures to keep those sure, there are improvements needed,
horses in front of the tons just as often and again it all hinges around the thought
as possible. Another suggestion in this of giving Joe Fan a run for his money
area would be to ban all warm-ups on the over the mile distance,
mile track at Scarborough Downs on
If you happen to be one of the new fans
race nights. Again the problem being attracted by the new clubhouse at
that that training mile out in the dark Scarborough Downs, you may not think
creates suspicion.
harness racing is one of the prettiest
Moving from the long ago to the sports to watch. Put yourself in nis shoes
present day, we are beseiged with the on his first night at the oval. He sees Jim
theory of “ Quality Racing, a message laying back in the sulky trying to keep
which is usually being distributed by his entry on stride, he notes John, Kelly,
those newer members of the sport. If we Walter, and Dave chatting as they score
do believe this, then please explain why down, (wouldn’t you wonder too), he
tracks such as Garden State Park, The notes John and Kelly opening those holes
Meadowlands, and Liberty Bell Park are al. the rail. etc. Much of this can be
showing declining numbers, or have gone understood by the “purists,” but for a
out of business. Surely the one thing they new fan, it does more harm than
did feature was “Quality Racing‘”eh! anything called “Quality Racing” could
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ever overcome. Horsemen spend hours gentlemen! Future success lies in the
trying to understand the problems, when proper treatment of new owners. Herve
some simple solutions are obvious.
Filon recently was quoted as saying,
Carrying the subject one step further, “ the thing that bothers me most within
once the new fan has become interested, the sport is an owner telling me how to
his next stop may well be a visit to a drive his horse.” My God, that owner
nearby stable area. We’ve got to clean pays the bills! Sorry, Herve, can’t buy
that act up as well, another plus as we that statement!
seek to sell the sport. Horsemen show
How about the lack of competent
little regard for appearance, a new barn people in the management end of the
area, such as ours at Scarborough, sport at some raceways? The age old
already shows sgins of decay (broken tneory of protecting a certain few,
doors, chewed boards, littered walk- despite their obvious ineptness, has
ways, etc.). Horsemen that show up to contributed to the downfall of many a
feed at three in the afternoon are no plus venture. It’s either that route, or hire a
to the sport. The bright side of this totally unqualified person, pay ’em less
picture would be stables such as Paul money, and get that guaranteed lesser
Battis, Rick Lockwood, George Tzikas, performance. How can you run a
Dick Howard, and George Harp, among racetrack, and know nothing about racothers, who have exhibited what a little ing? Answers obvious ag3in, you can’t do
brooming and raking can add to the it successfully!
selling of the sport along the backside.
How about the overall “Judging” of
The next problem to be solved obvious- the nightly races? Again, mostly the
ly involves educating the fans. Our sport same old faces, taking up “ time and
has a ready made ,7hook” to bring ’em space,” while injuring the sport by lack
in the door, they can bet on the action, of performance. This is a problem
and can make some money at the throughout our sport, at all levels, and
windows. Harness racing returns ap- what a step forward that would be for
proximately 77% to the bettor, as op- harness racing! Good, Competitive Racposed to the local Lottery which returns ing is created by talented Race Sec
less than 50% according to the most retaries and working Judges, the other
recent figures. Harness racing makes parts of the puzzle will fall into place
that payment immediately, while the once these positions are covered!
Lottery uses your winnings over a 20How about a sport that allows the
year period of time. Surely these are members of the Racing Commission to
pluses and must be used as selling points decide the fate of the participating
The educational process must be drivers at those monthly appeal hearings
spear-headed by capable (harness-racing in Augusta. A driver, wno makes his
oriented) publicity people, not a Public living on the racetrack, has his “ Appeal”
Relations specialist with no background heard by five individuals who have never
in the sport and not by a lower wage been out on the racetrack, and probably
employee who has been thrust into a weren’t even at the track that night. I
publicity post with no experience. The state here and now that they are not
publicity side of the sport has been badly qualified to judge on these matters!
mismanaged over the years. There is
How about the problem with “ Positive
precious little space allocated to our Tests” coming back from Augusta. We
sport in the local newspapers, television, currently have one stable wnich was
and radio stations, mainly because those cited for two “ positives” back in July,
Editors and station managers have little who had their hearing delayed, only to
knowledge of the sport in general. The toss in another “ positive” , in late Sepeducational process must begin here, to tember, for a total of three “positives,”
be successful at the fan level. The which have yet to be dealt with by the
overflow crowds on Presidents Pace Day members of the Commission and here it
do not happen by accident! It’s the one is late November. These are rare octime of the year when the sport get’s curances to be sure, but the handling of
major coverage by the local media. They these m atters is ridiculous. If another
know it’s a great race, because we have one of those 30-day suspensions is forthproved it with s p e c ta c u la r per- coming, that’s another nail in the sports
formances. Some tracks promote a big coffin. If the suspension is given in
race and then don’t produce, much less December or January when there is no
report the results following the event, racing locally, that’s nail number two,
That’s another major “ no-no” which and wouldn’t it be nice if the local
should never happen in any Publicity columnists would mention problems
Department. If it’s worth selling such as that one!
beforehand, then be damn sure you The major problems to solve; first,
follow with them “ after the show” story the image of the sport, second, the
as well.
education of the fans, third, the perOther selling points include Program formance of the Officials and the CornStories (agree or not, it creates interest mission! Most importantly, the creation
in the sport), Handicapping Seminars of “Competitive,’’ not “Quality” racing
have proven popular at the Downs, Post which will come once the tougher probRace analysis may be a tool of the future lems have been solved,
which has been missed over the years.
Scarborough’s success started with its
The most damage done at any harness “ rebirth” in 1979, by listening to our
track involves the sport’s “ insiders,” patrons. What were their gripes? What
some of whom have a betting problem did they want in the way of change, etc?
which they carry to the grandstand They wanted more racing! They wanted
listeners nightly. The inference of Trifectas, and then more of them.! They
“ funny races,” or “ the driver didn’t wanted a shot for their money. They
try,” carries over to the general public, wanted good food in the Clubhouse! And
thus creating another roadblock towards above all they wanted competitive racthe growth of the sport. Self-proclaimed leg. We feel that last summer’s all time
experts can do more damage with one record-breaking handle didn’t happen by
poorly timed statement than any “quali- accident, and it certainly didn’t come
ty race” can overcome. In most cases, about by giving the famous “doomsday”
it’s done by a member of the racing sermon every year in Augusta, or
congregation, who has picked the wrong through the media, or anywhere else,
horse at the windows.
Is harness raicng dying as we are told
How about the treatment of new by many? No way, Jose! It is surviving
owners by the horsemen. They bring with a myriad of problems. Most of
fresh, and needed money into the busi- which can be solved by some good old
ness, and then, in many cases are common sense, put forth by some qualiabused, in lieu of a quick score. Keep it fled people, while doing an honest days
up and the “ well” will soon go dry, work within their sport, Nuff Said!!!!
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Welcomes for the first season in M aine....

DUP1

The Nationally Recognized Pacing Stallion who has it all!

BARNEY BLUE CHIP

Breeding: By MOST HAPPY FELLA p.l:55 out of BETTY
HANOVER p .l:57.2 who is a half sister to BRET
HANOVER p.l:53.3. She has produced four sub 2:00
foals to date.

Early Speed and Class: At two, Barney was a Finalist in the demanding
$1,750,000. Woodrow Wilson Pace. He qualified for
this by finishing second in the Elimination in 1:56.3,
racing on the outside for the entire mile.

Size and Gait: Barney stands a solid 16 hands and has a half mile
mark of 1:58 winning by 14 lengths, plus a five eighths
mark of 1:57.4 as a three year old.
This stallion has a legacy for producing top quality
fillies and colts. You are welcome to come and see
this new addition to the Maine ranks.

Fee For 1987: $1,000.
(Inquire about the Breeding Incentive program and the Bonus for First Crop Foals!)

Foals eligible to Maine Breeders Stakes, New Englan

THE DUP1

Please c<

Lynn-Marie Smith
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season greets
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the returning....

Grand Circuit Quality Trotter

SPRINGFEST

!
.

2, 2:03h

:

!
|

j

>
j

Sire:
NEVELE PRIDE 1:54.4 $873,238. with 49 in
2:00 including Incredible Nevele 1:56 — Rosemary
1:57.4 — Bonefish 1:58.1 — Nevele Diamond 1:58.3.
Dam:
WEEPING CHERRY 2:05.3 by Speedy Scot
has been a producer of early trotting speed, as was
the grand dam, Gay Blossom 2:00, winner of the
Hambletonian Filly Stake.
This is an opportunity for breeders to upgrade their
trotting stock. Until his offspring become of racing
age this quality stallion will stand at Private Treaty,
with only a very reasonable service charge for
breeding to be paid by mare owners. However the
farm reserves the right to approve mares.
This handsome young stallion has the size disposition
and conformation so necessary for success in the
competitive world of harness racing today.

Sulky Championships and Royal Stallion Stakes.

IS FARM
itact:

Farm Manager
>72 Tel. 207-284-4726

Broodmare Of The Month
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RIVERSLEA FARM SALE
Horse
SKIPPERS FIRST
Skyline, Inc.
J.M. FLO
Skyline, Inc.
SNOW MAIDEN
Basil Kellis
UNNAMED FILLY
Skyline, Inc.
UNNAMED FILLY
Richard Manion
UNNAMED COLT
Harry Burton
UNNAMED COLT
David Hall
UNNAMED COLT
Skyline, Inc.
UNNAMED COLT
Norman Burley
UNNAMED COLT
Guy Mizo
UNNAMED COLT
James Davis
AMYS REFLECTION
Dennis May
RIV LEA JEWEL
Paul Battis
UNNAMED FILLY
Joseph Strout, Jr.
UNNAMED FILLY
Skyline, Inc.
UNNAMED FILLY
UNNAMED FILLY
Skyline, Inc.
UNNAMED COLT
Robert Barnes
UNNAMED COLT
James Davis
RIV LEA SPRITE GAL
Harry Britton
RIV LEA QUICK TIME
Skyline, Inc.
RIV LEA PIPER
Basil Kellis
RIV LEA CORAL PAINT
Robert Bonner
RIV LEA PRIDE
Charlie Day
RIV LEA ELEGANCE
Guy Mizo
RIV LEA FANTASTIC
David Hall
RIV LEA FLYING PETAL
Rick Lockwood
RIV LEA EXPECTATION
Lionel Chasse
RIV LEA DUTCHMAN
Roland St. Pierre
IN AND OUT
Geo. Chamberlin

Sire-Dam
(Mountain Skipper-Duffys Scotch)

Price
$140

(J.M. Rhythm-Spring Dolly)

$150

(Blitzen-Victory Lou)

$275

(Peanut Gallery-Time Of Patience)

$150

(Peanut Gallery-First Date)

$4,100

(Peanut Gallery-Cathy Baby)

$150

(Peanut Gallery-J.M. Frill)

$675

(Peanut Gallery-Lady Audrar)

$850

(Peanut Gallery-Skippers First)

$250

(Blitzen-B.B. Sparkle)

$525

(Blitzen-C Me La tor)

$500

(Striking Image-Amexbro Lenore)

$225

(Blitzen-B.B. Sparkle)

$600

(Coral Ridge-Spave Haven)

$150

(Coral Ridge-Precious Daisy)

$500

(Coral Ridge-Jessie Collins)

$450

(Coral Ridge-Amexbro Lenore)

$275

(Job-Vinland)

$225

(Job-Snow Maiden)

$175

(Holland-Don’t Cry Baby)

$575

(Flying Tackle-Time & Patience)

$500

(Coral Ridge-Josie Collins)

$1,400

(Coral Ridge-Cathy Baby)

$275

(Job-Hillary Dunloe)

$650

(Peanut Gallery-Sunrise Doll)

$325

(Peanut Gallery-J.M. FRILL)

$1,250

(Flying Tackle-Precious Daisy)

$875

(Striking Image-High Hope Shelia)

$175

(Holland-Don’t Cry Baby)

$225

(Blitzen-Vinland)

$200

Foxboro News

LAVISH LADY
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Many will argue Best Jeffrey made in partnership by Basil Kellis and Frank
Lavish Acres, after all he was the top Daughan, it took time for her career to
stallion for the 1986 Maine stakes. But an blossom. She was sent out of state first
equally good argument can be made that to B.G.’s Bunny and then to Sundance
the farm was built on the strength of its Skipper. The colts were quick and
best mare, Lavish Lady.
troubled. And when you have to race in
This mare was from the first crop of the major stakes events around New
Laverne Hanover, the best racing son of York there is no room for second
Tar Heel, and a much maligned stallion, guessing. Though both Lavish Bunny and
After a delay Laverne Hanover stood Lavish Sundance showed raw talent and
virtually unsupported by major breeders took swift two year old race marks they
at Lana Lobell farm for a stud fee of only were unable to race under control for the
$1000. Basil Kellis and Roland Cole sent big money. Neither paid the bills.
V.I.H. to Pennsylvania.
But Basil Kellis does not discourage
Lavish Lady started but once as a two easily. He reasoned he could do better as
year old, winning a learn and earn event a big fish in a small pond and sent his
in 2:10.4. But the ownersdecided she good mare to Best Jeffrey a top Maine
needed a year to develop and turned her Stakes stallion prospect standing at
out.
Lavish Acres.
When Lavish Lady returned to racing
In return Lavish Lady delivered
she proved them right. Lavish Lady Lavish Image a virtual clone of her
racea when the Maine stakes still wel- mother. All season this filly erased track
corned outside bred fillies. She won the records, set state standards and linked
first stakes heat and the last and every wins until she needed a single win to
other in between. Ironically as the series equal her mother’s unblemished record,
began she was considered a longshot, but When the stakes finished Lavish
it didn’t take long for her dominance to Image lost a single heat, the finals, but
take hold.
she dominated all comers. Lavish Lady
In a similar vein when Lavish Lady did not hit her peak until she was three
was retired as a broodmare, owned then so the best may be yet to come.

from
BY JERRY CONNORS

FOXBORO — Over the past few easy trip to any of them. Dave Pinkney
weeks, the big stories on the Foxboro Jr. has guided the colt to 14 victories so
Raceway oval nave the names Stamford far this season for trainer Jim Reynolds
and Dr. Bowens.
and the Estate of Louis Brudnick.
Stamford, who spent four months and The top trotter of recent weeks has
seven qualifying sessions just trying to been the five-year-old daughter of
get back on the raceway scene, has done Speedy Somolli, Jambo Laura, who has
nothing wrong since returning to night- won three of her last four starts for
time action, as he has taken the last trainer/driver Marcel Robillard and
three Open paces at the Route One oval, owners Richard and Linda Phaneuf of
Trainer/driver Wendell Donaway, who Ballouville, CT. A horse to keep an eye
had the Adios Vic seven-year-old gelded on is a trotter with a 1:57 4/5 mark —
as part of his “ rehabilitation, ’ has Future Pro, who has won three straight
shown top horsemanship skills in getting races on the comeback trail, including an
Stamford back on track, and the gelding upset of the Sires Stakes champion
has shown versatility in winning his Captain Henry, under the guidance of
three races with three distinct styles — Jack Fletcher for Seth Poppel and Jon
closing from far back, going first over, Patron of New York,
and most recently making an early move Bob Tisbert continues to maintain a
to the lead and then holding off the field, slim margin over Steve LeBlanc and
The Low Key Stable of Foxboro, MA is Dave Pinkney Jr. in the drivers derby,
the owner of the current king of the which may go down to the last night of
Foxboro hill.
the meeting, December 21. There figures
The Big Power sophomore Dr. to be plenty of good racing between now
Bowens, a star in the Massachusetts and then, including a Father and Son
Sires Stakes, has done extremely well in Driving Championship on Sunday, Nothe three-year-old Open ranks, winning vember 30, featuring some of the top
his last four starts without enjoying an harness racing families in New England.

ROCHESTER FAIR
1987 Racing Dates
September 17th-26th
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CAVALCADE p.

1:57.3

(Meadow Skipper-Golden Miss)
Outstanding record performers with respectable
money earnings include:
Famous Cade p.6, 1:54.3—$203,679.
Distant Land p.6, 1:55.3—$107,124.
French Leave p.7, 1:56.3—$292,614.
Reveille Rebel p.7, 1:56.3—$107,124.
French Leave p.4, 1:57—$60,154.
Marathon Star p.4, 1:57—$172,491.
Decorated Hero p.5, 1:57.2—$130,241.
Plus the filly Prissy BB who time trialed as a two year old
in 1:57.3 and the outstanding 1986 Mass Sire Stakes two year
old, Super Cav, who won at Foxboro Raceway in 2:01.1.

Cavalcade does it all by producing:
• Early speed

• Money earnings

• Class that prevails

Records indicate that Cavalcade crosses extremely
well with Tar Heel, Bret Hanover and Shadow Wave
mares.*
His oldest foals are eight years of age, indicating that
in a short period of time Cavalcade has sired 23 in
2:00 and 60 in 2:05 from 111 foals who raced from
1978 to 1986, with life time money earnings of
$2,076,622. making him New England’s only nationally
rated sire.
Remember the breeding guarantee for 1987... If the resultant
foal does not meet qualifying time for the Massachusetts Sire
Stakes 50% of the stud fee paid will be refunded to the
breeder/owner.

Stud fee for 1987*

000

*thru Nov. 17, 1986 U.S.T.A. Stallion Report

Standing at

Tufts University Veterinary School
For bookings call:

Grafton, Mass.
617-943-2706 (Farm)

617-943-6979 (Breeding)
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AMERICAN SHADOW
Yo Yo Burton
Fulmini’s Sister
R. E. M.
Skipper’s Fancy
Indian Brenda
Ten Pin Anne
ATOMIC CHUCK
Fly Lucretta
AWESOME WONDER
Derringer
Mummy Lu
Crane Hill Ilsia
Cocoa Square
Lorlis
Mail Order Bride
Maudine N
Madam Barnes
Magnus Eques
BEAU CHANCE
None reported
BIG POWER
Berdicia Hanover
Grateful Jaclyn
Patrice Lobell
Susie Sharlu
Sheila Hanover
Nincole Sharlu
Conestoga Dosie
Miss Mummy
Mountain Sis
Precious Eight
Simple Sis
Tiona Turtle
BRET’S CHAMP
Knight Artist
Friendly Yagba
Skip Ola
Minni Win
Piper Princess
Jenifer Blue Chip
Taconic Flyer
Lookout Calgary
Sly Lil
Day Breaks Joy
Trudy L
Classic Tammy
Candy Factory
Armbro Twilla
Little Bay Alice
BUTTONWOOD ODIN
None Reported
CALVALCADE
Mitzie Paloma
Bronte
Dor-Vic Dar McGee
Butter Quinton
Petron Breezemor
Amy J
Winning Widow
Benita Chief
J.D.’s Kitty
Hilarious Widow
Queenly Joy
Daisies Never Tell
Veata’s Dream
Matron
CHARO’S SKIPPER
Playgirl Blue Chip
Road Service
Hadley Belle
Ambro Babs
Tuition Free
Miss Star Bullet
Life Story
Games Story
Daisy Duke N
Sweet Bar
Foolish Bid
Merry Young
Will Call Dexter
Lady Be True
Irama Angus
Liz Lou
Little Kathy Byrd
Knight Whisper
White Onyx
COMMAND PERFORMER
None Reported
COPTER LOBELL
Merrymaker Lobell

1986 MASS MAREf^BRED
Napkin
Orchid Lauxmont
Miss Count Gallon
Rachel Stevens
Barder Angel
Scalene Hanover
Reso Grandennmore
Miss Even Flo
Del’s Belle
Lad’s Judy
Sharp Rosie
The Lively One
Careless Start
Kim Lynn
Cartegena
J.M. Tat
CORY
Grateful Laura
Tuxedo Toots
Hello Letta
CUCKOO CLOCK
Pentathlon
Patinas Star
Skylab O.B.
Shadydale Hostess
Salutatoran
Steady Chilly T
Velvet Donut
Turnpike Tiger
White Jazz
Waybury Knight
Winter Mery
Willowbrook Sal
Win A Race
Chocolate Float
Courtland Betsy
Effem
Ettacane
Flyaway Vickie
Fulla Rain
Happy Harmony
J.M. Plenty
Keewaydin Winnie
La Rosa
Lehigh Alibi
Miss Happy Time
Mother’s Haven
Miss Elaine A
Neck Gossip
Nardin’s Imp
Baroness Jan
Daisy’s Blizzard
Little Girl Flo
Nan Cin Aclora
Romeo’s Rose
Super Beauty
Tropical Sharlu
Aprils April
Affectionate
Che Rob Glen
Cherry Charm
Carol Party
Cathy’s Angel
Emily’s Angel
DEAR STAR
Skipper Del Mar
Chieta High
Lady Ette
Cory’s Escort
DRILL INSTRUCTOR
Oso Pure
Golden Victory
Afternoon Delight
Smokies Flurry
Brandy Lucas
Darey H
Glencoe Gina
Lotta Honey
P.Q.’s Girl
Square Meadow
FANCY STAR
Shopping Spree
Shesa Fox
Longawaited Lady
Isaauchess
FREEDOM BRET
None Reported
GOOD KNIGHT STAR
Naughty Bunny
Orianna’s Ann
Zodiac Girl

Mati Hari Hanover
Miss Bangor
HEGGIE’S RHETT
Terror Stricken
Avalon Amy
Elbe O’ Brien
Janent
H-PICK UP
Cinq a sept
JIMINY HANOVER
Most Happy Pam
Rock Maple D.J.
Sparky’s Skipper
Nero Revage
KAR HANOVER
Spin-Off
JOHNNY WHIT
None Reported
LAZER LOBELL
None Reported
LORD DANIEL
None Reported
MAJESTIC YANKEE
None Reported
MAXIE HANOVER
Al’s Hattie
Bet Precious
Melora Vilas
J.M. Joanne
Carrie Catt
Ding Ding
Babe Bob Collins
MILES END STEVE
Saratoga Jane
Knight Belle
Myrtle Turtle
Julie Ooley
Sundance Girl
Bonabell
MONEY SUPPLY
Angelia Mia
Mayville Hanover
Tarport Tara
Arda Senator
Klear Klass
Avon Matilda
Smoocher
Candy Factory
Anita’s Choice
Tanta Lobell
American Wave
Steady Ann Key
Wynnes Tar Lady
Caral Cruller
Ata Karen
Mainstream Barb
Queen Towner
Yea Dear
Starlene Hanover
Miss Maybelle
Sable Coat
Ata Nan Time
Champagne Girl
Joanette Hanover
Oops A Daisy
Cartessa Hanover
Magnificient Marcy
Palindrome
Witsend’s Sandy
Jiffy Luce
Cynthiana Hanover
Jeff’s Angel
MORNING BREEZE
White Original
Columbia Brenna
Elizabeth Ironstone
Able Nedra
Rock Candy Mt.
Wendimar
Josie Hanover
Bye Bye Bertha
Kona
Ruby Tar
White Mi Lady
Bye’s Lady
Madien Star
Weather Woman
Norse Star
Nib’s Sister
Triple H Conna
Lula Hanover

1

Irido
MOUNTAIN SKIPPER
Sinamon Ore
Computer’s Champ
Steady Sinamon
Sinamon Breeze
Caitl js Star
Summer Affiar
Classy Hope
Loolin Laura
MY LORD ROGER
None Reported
NORDIC ALMAHURST
None Reported
OLYMPIC TORCH
Tammyphelia Bust
D.I. Emma
Painter’s Model
Alton Lauren
OUTER SEA
None Reported
OVERLAND HANOVER
Candy Bitt’s
Begette
Sweet Surrender
Idle Chatter
Watchful Deb
Harvard Girl
POLISHED ARMOR
None Reported
ROMAN KEY
B’s Aim
Triple H Nancy
Charisma Lass
Vi Moe
Lali Bells
Swinging Beauty
Bonnie T.C.
Derette
Happy Hostess
Thunder’s Joy
Macha Bailally Ann Condor
Angelic Hanover
SKIPPER’S CALL
None Reported
SUPREME
None Reported
SURFER SCOTT
Heggie’s Joy
Checketa Hanover
Friday Star
SCOTCH TIME ABBEE
Queen Ora
Valid Bet
Fifi Brewster
Chipadora
T.N T.’s BAMBINO
Mary Deal
Sally Rodney
Dutch Lady Mac
A.C.’s Firefly
Problem Child
Crown’s Lady
D.I. Winna
Eyes of Texas
Saratoga Maiden
TRAVIS LOBELL
Precious And Few
Faliner Me
Jink’s Hope
TROPICAL REEF
Mary Too
Pearlie H’s Magic
Precious Wycke
WADE’S COUNTY
Reba Kash
Precious Grape
WHITE PLAINS
Glazed
Madma Sophie
Irish Katy M
Telavia
Aimos S
Brite Hanover
KKK Katie
Rock Maple Starr
V.M.D.
Amexbro Randi
Herbars Blossom
WICKED WILLIE
Speedy Countess
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1987 Introductory Fee: $1,000.

P,l:54.3
Lifetime
Earnings

$ 436,706

Winner of 12
invitational & open events
including 6 at the
Meadowlands.
Winner of 43 lifetime
aces
faced 28 miles
aster than 2 minutes.
itanding his first
ear in Massachusetts.

GOOD SHOW/SISAL HANOVER by GAMECOCK

:oals eligible to
/lass. Sires Stakes
H.E. Sulky Championship
and Royal Stallion Stakes.

SPEEDY RODNEY/ JEAN L b y VICTORY SO NG
:
Lifetime Earnings
1987 Introductory Fee: $750.

2 01.2

$ 261,532

Winner of several Invitational
trots at Yonkers and
Roosevell Raceways.

CONTACT MARK CHOPER

Multiple winner
New York Sires Stakes.
Standing his first year
in Massachusetts.
Foals eligible to Mass. Sires Stakes
N.E. Sulky Championship
and Royal Stallion Stakes.

Rt. 63, teverett, Massachusetts 01054
413-548-9450
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Equine Tax Reform Update

A sweeping revision of the tax law was current law.
be retained for the limited purpose of preferences, including the capital gains
approved in late August by a conference Cars and light-duty trucks, which are determining deducibility of such losses, deduction. The current law exemption in
committee of U.S. Senators and Rep- now three-year property, would be de- For 1987, a special transition rule d^ erminI1]? ^ l te!;natl.ve minimum taxresentatives. The final bill, a com- preciated over five years on a 200
provides that the maximum rate of tax *oJcnJ,sf
for j°int L^turils anc*
promise between versions previously percent declining balance method. Barns on
capital gains will not exceed 28
,ler Sln8le taxpayers .The alternapassed by the House and Senate, now and other non-residential real property percent, even though ordinary income ^lve r™nipiurn tax is payable only if it
returns to those chambers for approval will be depreciated over 31 Vz years on a may be taxed at higher rates.
exceeds the regular income tax liability.
and will then move on to President straight-line basis, rather than over 19
The depreciation taken on horses will
The new tax bill follows current law
Reagan for signature.
years on a 175 percent declining balance still have to be treated as ordinary excePt diat it raises the rate to 21
As reported in the American Horse as under present law.
income (recaptured), but because of the PerTen* an° adds a number of new
Council tax bulletin, this legislation The conference committee also ex- sharp reduction of tax rates, it will be Prei erences- The most important new
contains numerous provisions which panded a provision which allows the recaptured at a much lower rate than p referen c es are a c c e le ra te d de
alter the tax laws pertaining to horses, expensing of up to $5,000 of certain present law
preciation taken on horses or other
and in particular, seems certain to business property. The new law premits Passive Loss Limitations
personal property and all losses from
introduce new demands in recordkeep- the annual expensing of up to $10,000 of Under present law, an owner of a horse passive activities. The passive losses,
ing. However, notwithstanding some such property for individuals whose total business, or any other type of business,
are preferences, are essenL,Wfy
increased complexity, it appears that on business purchases do not exceed which is operated as a proprietorship,
saJ ^ e losses that are disallowed
balance the horse business will be $200,000.
partnership or S corporation, can deduct uH^fr
regulartax (discussed above),
treated much the same as it is today, Preproductive Period Expenses
nis
share
of
losses
from
the
business
cer^a,n
modifications. The primary
with significantly lower marginal tax Under current law, expenses relating against his income from salaries, invest- differences are
that, for minimum tax
rates applied to income.
to the breeding and raising of horses are ments or other soursos
computations, the passive loss limitation
Tax Rates
fully deductable when paid. The new bill
The next tax bill provides that if a
completely effective in 1987 (with
Current tax rates can go up to a contains restrictions on “preproductive”
horse
owner
(or
any
other
taxpayer)
phase_ln)
apd that in the case of
maximum of 50 percent for individuals expenses associated with horses in the does not “ materially participate*’ in a *anT!,nS activities,
losses from one
and 46 percent for corporations. Begin- period before they become ready to business activity, losses and credits Passlvf activity arethe
a
preference
item
ning in 1988, following phase-in of a perform their “ intended function” (the from that activity would not be allowed even
there
is
offsetting
income
from
mixed rate for 1987, individuals will be restrictions apply only to those crops and
?uSj 1V^ actlvity-.
in either a 15 percent (joint taxable livestock having preproductive period of against salaries, active business income,
or portfolio income (i.e. interest, Cash Method of Accounting
income of up to $29,750) or 28 percent more than two years),
Except for certain corporations, farmcategory. (However, because personal E xpenses a sso c ia te d w ith the dividends or royalties). Importantly,
exemptions and the benefits of the 15 preproductive period of affected assets losses and credits from such a “passive” ers now allowed to use the cash method
percent rate bracket are phased out for will still be currently deductable, but or “non-participatory” business activity of accounting. The new tax bill retains
persons with incomes over$71,900, re- only if the horseman elects to use will be deductible against other “pass- current law, as proposals to limit the
suiting marginal tax rates can be higher straight-line depreciation on horses and ive” income; losses which are not availability of cash accounting for farmthan 28 percent.)
other depreciable assets used in the currently allowed could be carried for- ers were rejected,
Generally, prepaid expenses would be
In 1987, there will be five rates (for business. Alternatively, those expenses ward indefinitely and used in subsequent
married couples filing joint returns), would have to be capitalized (carried years to off-set passive income; and deductible as under current law except
with no phase-out of the lower rates or over) and added to the basis Of the asset disallowed losses would be allowed in that they will be disallowed to the extent
the personal exemptions:
at the termination of the preproductive full when gain or loss is realized on that such prepaid expenses exceed 50
0 - $3,000
11% period. In other words, if the horseman disposition of your entire interest in the percent of the non-prepaid expenses of
the farming operation. This is unlikely to
$3,000 - $28,000
15% (most likely a breeder) wanted to use activity.
The
definition
of
a
‘passive”
or
“
nonoccur
in a horse operation, but the
$28,000 - $45,000
28% a c c e le r a te d d e p r e c ia tio n , then
$45,000 - $90,000
35% preproductive expenses would have to be participatory” activity clearly includes presence of this rule suggests that a
Above $90,000
38.5% capitalized; if he/she wanted to deduct a limited partner’s interest in a limited record of prepaid items on hand at year
The top tax rate for corporations preproductive expenses in the year paid, partnership,. It also could include a end may be desirable,
would be 34 percent starting in 1988. straight-line depreciation would have to h o r s e o w n e r ’s i n t e r e s t in a investment Tax Credit
proprietorship, general partnership, or S P resen t law provides that de
For 1987, the top corporate tax rate be used,
would be 40 percent.
The effect of this requiremnt on horse corporation if the owner does not materi- preciation assets (except for horses and
Hobby Loss Provision
businesses is unclear, although it seems ally participate in the operations of the buildings) are eligible for a 10 percent
Under current law, a horse-related certain that what impact there is will business. The participation must be investment tax credit. The new bill
repeals the investment tax credit for
activity is presumed to be engaged in for center on activities related to breeding regular, continuous and substantial.
The limitation on passive losses is to property placed in service after 1985
profit if it shows profits in two years out and the production and raising of foals,
of a seven-year period. Other types of The statutory language of the new bill be phased in, so that 65 percent of unless there was a binding contract in
activities must show a profit in two offers little guidance on when the passive losses (in excess of passive effect as of December 31, 1985.
Repeal of the investment credit would
years out of five. In the new tax bill, preproductive period begins and ends or income) and credits would be allowed in
present law was successfully retained when an asset is “ready to perform its 1987, 40 percent in 1988, 20 percent in 1989 affect the after-tax cost of equipment,
for horse-related activities while a more intended function.” The American Horse and 10 percent in 1990. After 1990, no fencing and other farm property
restrictive three-of-five test was adopted Council is analyzing the language and the passive losses in excess of passive previously eligible for the credit,
Entertainment Expense Deductions
for other activities.
options available to horsemen, and it will income will be allowed.
The passive loss provision applies to
Current law allows deductions for
Depreciation of Horses
be releasing further information on it.
all
businesses,
not
just
horses.
expenses
such as business meals, tickets
worses held for breediing, racing or Capital Gains
for sporting events and other businessshowing are generally depreciated over Under current law, gains from sales of Interest Expense
Under present law, interest is gener- related entertainment. The conference
five years under current law; racehorses horses and other livestock used in a
more than two years old and other horses business may be eligible for capital gains ally fully deductible. Interest paid in committee bill would allow 80 percent of
more than 12 years old are depreciated treatment, but any depreciation that has connection with a horse business the costs for business entertainment to
over three years. The schedules (ACRS) been taken on the animals must be (whether the owner is active or passive) be deducted. In addition, tickets to
charitable sporting events would conare based on a 150 percent declining recaptured as ordinary income.The ad- is deductible as a business expense.
Business interest, including that as- tinue to be fully deductible, provided the
balance method, resulting in somewhat vantage of capital gains treatment is
more rapid depreciation than the that 60 percent of net long-term capital sociated with the horse business, would event is organized for the primary
straight-line method.
gains are excluded from income result- be fully deductible under the new bill purpose of benefiting a Section 501(c) (3)
In the new tax bill, the current system mg in a maximum effective tax rate of (with the exception of real estate), but tax exempt organization, all of the net
of depreciation is retained for horses in 20 percent for those in the 50 percent tax only in connection with a non-passive proceeds are contributed to the charity
activity. Interest associated with a pass- and volunteers perform most of the
the three-year category. Horses now in bracket.
the five-year category are to be de- The new bill would tax capital gains as ive activity would be affected by the work. The cost of leasing a skybox for
preciated over a seven-year period using regular income thus, the maximum passive loss restrictions previously dis- more than one event would be disallowed
in the extent it exceeds that cost of the
a 200 percent declining balance method capital gaines tax rate would be 28 cussed.
seats therein, but the deduction would be
(unless a preproductive expense election percent instead of 20 percent. The bill Alternative Minimum Tax
Under present law, individuals are phased out over three years,
is made - see below). For horses in this continues the present law limitations on
category, the seven-year at 200 percent the deduction of capital losses, however, subject to a tax at a 20 percent rate on income Averaging
The new bill would repeal income
will result in percentages for tne first so present law distinctions between alternative taxable income, which is
trhee years which are almost identical to captial gains and ordinary income would taxable income, plus certain tax averaging for all taxpayers.
REPRINT-AMERl. HORSE COUNCIL-QTR. HORSE JR.

—

For Sale Or Lease—

Two year old trotter by Jurgy Hanover out of
the Stakes-winning mare, Star-O-Doon by
Mountain Skipper. This colt was trained down
to 2:40 and turned out to mature. Asking $1,500.
If interested call: 207-892-2068
Mike Timmons _ 14 Partridge R d.
Windhaqi, M e. 04062 .

All Accounting Functions
Income Taxes
Syndications
We Specialize In Horse, Stable and Other Agricultural Enterprises
$$$ Call or Write $$$

HAND OVER ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 3 N. Monmouth, Maine 04265 Tel. 207-933-4065
'
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Do You Know Why This
Stallion Is Smiling!

►

In 1986, From A T otal Crop Of O nly 4 Two
Y ear O lds, H e P rod u ced T he Top M oney
W inning Two Y ear Old Colt T ro tter In The
M a ssa ch u setts S ir e s S ta k es!

GUV
2, 2:09£; 3, 2:05.2$; (p .6 , 2.03.1H)
For 1987, Guv W ill S ta n d At S h arp L ee F arm
S tud F ee $750
F o a ls E lig ib le To M a ssa ch u setts S ir e s S ta k e s
And New E ngland S u lk y C h am p ion sh ip s.
C on tact: Bob K o k e r n a k (6 1 7 ) 827-5156

STALLION-REGISTRATION
I
i
|
]
|
|
j
j
|
|
|

DUE JANUARY 1, 1987 REGISTRATION FEE...$100.

I/WE HEREBY MAKE APPLICATION FOR
STALLION REGISTRATIONS TO THE MAINE
STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKE, covering
MAINE HARNESS RACING COMMISSION RULE the breeding season ending July 1987.

1, SECTION 32, PARAGRAPH 5 requires in part, that

“All persons standing a stallion in Maine, register said
stallion with the Commission prior to January 1st of
the breeding season.”
All colts eligible to the Maine Breeders Stakes races
beginning as two year olds in 1986, and subsequent
years, must have been sired by a stallion registered
with the Commission at the time of breeding.
A $100. fee must accompany this application. Make
1 checks payable to:
| Maine State Harness Racing Commission, Statehouse
] Station 8, Augusta, Maine 04333.

Name of Stallion______________________ Year Foaled----------Dam

Sire

Name of Owner/Lessee

Standing At
Address

j hereby certify the above stallion will stand the full |
1987 season at the above location and will not be j
moved during the breeding season without written |
notification to the Maine Harness Racing Com- 1
mission.
Owner/Lessee:

Telephone:

Address:____

Date:

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiw

NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP
Stallion Registration For 1987
123STALLION

(Due Jan. 1, 1987 Fee $50.00)

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS:
Registered Stallion (Stake & Sulky Championship)
4-Two year old sustaining payment (Fee $100.00) March 15
Registered Mare (Sulky Championship Fee $15.00)15Sept
5-Three Year old sustaining payment (Fee $200.00) Feb. 15
Yearling Nominations (Fee $25.00) May 15
6-Race in State Stakes as 3 Yr Old
SIRE & DAM
STATE WHERE STANDING

1-

234-

.

5-

.

6-

Make Checks payable to: N.E. Sulky Championship
c/o Robert Ferland
Box 799
Berwick, Me. 03901

Signature, Address, Phone
Please inform your breeders of the Mare Rei
MARES MUST BE REGISTERED YEAR Oi

tion:
BREEDING

